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OPERATOR DASHBOARD: Anatomy

Machine Operating Status

Performance Wheel

Tabs

Navigation Button Bar
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COLOR GUIDE: Understanding the operating status of your machine

In SetupYellow -

IdleBlue -

ActiveGreen -

Not ReportingGrey -

In FaultRed -
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PERFORMANCE WHEEL: Anatomy

The Performance Wheels track activity during the current Scope of Time.info-circle

Part Count

Utilization

Scope of Time: Runs from the beginning of Shift, Setup, or Job, 
until the end of the shift

Scope of Time: Runs from the beginning of Shift, Setup, or Job, 
until the end of the shift

Current progress

Current Utilization Percentage

Your Parts Goal

Displays Utilization percentage in real-time

Number of rejects during the Scope of Time

Displays how many parts ahead or behind you are in real-time
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NAVIGATION: Button Bar Variations

Auto Job Dispatch + Quality + Downtime 

Select Job + Quality + Downtime 

Stop Job + Quality + Downtime 

Disclaimer: This document includes all 
variations of the Operator Dashboard. 
The variation you see on your tablet is 
determined by how your company is 
configured within MachineMetrics.

info-circle
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PART COUNT: Tab Anatomy

2

1
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3
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Track the number of Parts you have made.2Tap this tab for an overview of parts made.1

Track the number of Parts you are 
expected to have made during the 
amount of time that has passed. 

3

Track your Cycle Time metrics: Curr 
(Current), Avg (Average), Exp (Expected), 
Last (Last), and LFew (Last Few)
Learn more about this chart on the 
Current Cycle Tab.

4

Track the number of parts that have been 
produced by this machine at specific 
times.

5

6

Use the Button Bar Navigation to 
perform other actions from this Tab.

6
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PART COUNT: Performance Wheel Color Guide

Green means you are 
achieving your Parts 
Goal. 

Orange means you 
have fallen behind on 
your Parts Goal. 

Red means you will fail 
to meet your Parts Goal 
under the current 
operating conditions.

No color means no job 
is currently running. 

Ahead of Goal Goal Warning Failure No Job Running

This Performance Wheel shows you how your machine is tracking compared to 
the Expected Part Count. The color is determined by thresholds configured by 
an account admin in your company default settings.

info-circle
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PART COUNT: Micro Chart Variation

Job Total tracks the total parts for a 
Job across multiple job runs, shifts, 
or machines. You will only see this 
progress tracker if your company has 
Quantity Required set by an admin in 
the company default settings.
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UTILIZATION: Tab Anatomy 

2

1

3

Tap this tab to track the percentage 
of time your machine is in-cycle.

1

Track machine utilization at specific 
times.

3

Track your Cycle Time metrics: 
Curr (Current), Avg (Average), 
Exp (Expected), Last (Last), and 
LFew (Last Few)
Learn more about this chart on the 
Current Cycle Tab.

2

4

Use the Button Bar Navigation to 
perform other actions from this Tab.
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UTILIZATION: Performance Wheel Color Guide

Orange means the 
machine is operating 

under the operating goal.

Red means the machine 
will fail to meet the 

goal under the current 
operating conditions  

Green means the 
machine is achieving 
the operating goal.

WarningGoal Failure

This Performance Wheel shows this machine’s Utilization Percentage, 
regardless of if a Job is running. The color is determined by thresholds 
configured by an account admin in your company default settings.

info-circle
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ALL DOWNTIME: Tab Anatomy

View, Search, Filter, and Categorize all of the downtime 
events from this one tab. 

3

4

2

1 Search for specific downtime 
events.

2

Tap this tab to track all 
downtime events on this 
machine

1

Filter downtime events by 
status, type, and time.

3

Categorize events by tapping 
on items in this list.

4

5
Use the Button Bar Navigation 
to perform other actions from 
this Tab.

5
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ACTIVE ALARMS: Tab Anatomy

View, Search, and Filter all of the alarms on this machine 
from this one tab. 

Search for Alarms using 
keywords.

2

Filter Alarms by status, date, 
and severity.

3

3

2

1

Tap this tab to track all 
alarms on this machine.

1

4

Use the Button Bar Navigation 
to perform other actions from 
this Tab.

4
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PARTS GOAL: Tab Anatomy

4 Use the Button Bar Navigation 
to perform other actions from 
this Tab.

4

Your Job Standard or 
Expected Parts is represented 
by the grey dotted line.

2

The number of Parts you 
have made is represented by 
the red line.

3

Tap this tab to track actual 
parts compared to expected 
parts.

1

3

2

1

Track your rate of production compared to the job standard
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CURRENT CYCLE: Tab Anatomy

Current Cycle is a metric that indicates the amount of time 
spent in the current cycle on this machine. 

3

Use the Button Bar Navigation 
to perform other actions from 
this Tab.

3

Within this tab, you can view 
your Curr (current), 
Avg (average), 
Last, LFew (last few), and 
Exp (expected) Cycle Time. 

2

Tap this tab to track your 
time in-cycle.
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2

1
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OEE: Tab Anatomy

OEE (Overall Equipment Effectiveness) is a metric 
that measures the efficiency of the machine 
and takes into consideration the Availability, 
Performance, and Quality.

Use the Button Bar Navigation 
to perform other actions from this Tab.

5
5

Availability indicates the amount of 
in-cycle time compared to total time.

2

Tap this tab to track how efficiently you 
are making good parts.

1

Performance indicates the amount of 
in-cycle time it takes to make each part 
compared to the ideal time it takes to 
make that part. 

3

Quality indicates the number of good 
parts accepted compared to the total 
number of parts produced.
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CATEGORIZE DOWNTIME: Understanding why machines are not running

Select Categorize in the pop-up if 
categorizing a current downtime 
event, or select Categorize in 
the button bar to categorize past 
events. 

Categorize the event(s) by 
selecting one of the listed reasons

If categorizing past events, choose 
one or more events you would 
like to categorize, and select 
Categorize Selected Events.

Select Unplanned or Planned and 
record important notes before 
submitting. 
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TRACK QUALITY: Understanding quality issues & rejected parts

Select Reject Parts from the 
navigation

Categorize the rejected parts by 
selecting one of the listed reasons

Confirm the number of rejects and 
select Confirm Reject Count

Select Scrap or Non-Conforming 
and add important notes before 
submitting the rejects
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START IN SETUP: Track the amount of time spent in setup

If your company tracks setup, you 
will have the ability to Start the 
Job in Setup or go ahead and Start 
in Production.

Track Reject Parts that were 
produced during Setup.

Complete your setup, then select 
Start in Production when you are 
ready.

Add notes before Starting the Job 
in Production.
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SIGN IN/OUT: Sign in or out of your Operator User Account

If you are not logged in, 
select Sign In Now under the 
performance wheel, or select the 
three lines in the bottom left, then 
Select User.  

Choose the correct Operator User 
Account from the list presented. 

Once logged in, you will see your 
Operator User Account listed under 
the performance wheel. 

To sign out, select Sign Out in the 
menu on the bottom left.

1

2

3

4

Disclaimer: Not all MachineMetrics customers use Operator Logins. 
If you are not sure if you should log in, please contact your Manager.

info-circle
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SWITCH USERS: Change the Operator User Account that is logged in

Select the User Account listed 
under the performance wheel. 

Choose the correct Operator User 
Account from the list presented. 

The user will be able to sign in 
at the Start of Shift or Now. If 
another user has signed in since 
the beginning of the shift, they will 
have the option to sign in at 
Last Sign Out or Now.
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SWITCH MACHINES: View the status of another machine from this tablet

Select the three lines in the bottom left 
corner, and select Switch Machine to 
see your company’s machines list. 

Choose the correct machine from the list 
presented. 

1 2

star
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CHANGE DISPLAY LANGUAGE: Change the language displayed on your Operator Dashboard

The default language for the Operator 
Dashboard is English. To select another 
language, first, go to the menu and choose 
Select Language.

Select the language from the list displayed.

1 2

star
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MANAGING ACTIVITIES: Adding context to your Job Runs

Activities are distinct blocks of time that add additional context to what happens during a Job 
Run. Two examples of Activities are Setup and Production. Being able to break down a Job into 
chunks of time to show how long was spent in each of these Activities is useful for more accurately 
representing what is happening on the factory floor. 

Additional functionality that comes along with this change is the ability to pause or resume a Job, 
this means the ability to stop and restart within the same Job Run. 

Activities Button Bar Variations 

Job Paused in Production 
by a Scheduled Workflow

Job Paused in Setup

Job Running in Production

Activities with No Job Running

Operating Status- Job is Paused

Performance Wheel- Job is Paused

1

1

2

3

3

2

If your company has chosen to run on Activities, your Operator Dashboard will have the 
selections outlined below, which differ from other sections shown in this Training PDF.

info-circle
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START IN SETUP (ACTIVITIES): Manage your time in Setup

Choose the Activity you would like 
to run. Choosing Setup will start 
the Job in Setup. 

Confirm that you would like to 
Pause this Setup 

The Job is now Paused. Select the 
Play button to resume Setup, or 
select Enter Production to start a 
Production Activity.

While running Setup, you have 
the option to Pause the Job by 
selecting Pause in the Navigation 
Bar. 

If a parts adjustment was made, 
add notes before confirming to 
Pause the Job. 

Track Reject Parts that were 
produced during this Setup time.

To learn more, select “Paused by 
Operator” which will expose the 
additional information as shown 
below.
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CATEGORIZING DOWNTIME (ACTIVITIES): Adding annotations during Setup

With Activities, Setup is seen as 
an independent Activity and not 
a Downtime event. Because of 
this, you are able to categorize 
Downtime while in Setup by using 
the modal shown.

All other forms of Downtime 
categorization still apply. See 
“Categorize Downtime” in this 
Training PDF to learn more.

info-circle
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PAUSING JOBS (ACTIVITIES): Managing Jobs that are Paused by Scheduled Workflows

When a Job is Paused by a Scheduled 
Workflow, you will see this screen on your 
Operator Dashboard. 

Select the Play button to resume Setup. To 
learn more, select “Paused by Scheduled 
Workflow.”

1 2

There are two ways a Job can be Paused: 

1. Paused by Operator when in Setup (see 
“Start in Setup, Activities”)

2. Paused by Scheduled Workflows when 
in Production or Setup. This section 
will address when Jobs are paused by 
Scheduled Workflows. 

Scheduled Workflows are set up in the main 
application and are used to automatically 
pause a Job at a particular time. If this 
happens, your Job will be paused. Below, 
we outline the details of what this 
experience will look like in the Operator 
Dashboard. 


